INTRODUCTION
Biology relies on precise spatial organization and dynamic temporal remodeling of local protein interaction networks within the cell (Scott and Pawson, 2009 ). Accordingly, understanding any biological process necessitates defining three parameters: the composition of the underlying protein network, its organization in space, and its evolution over time ( Figure 1A ). These key parameters-the essential ''what, '' ''where,'' and ''when'' under- lying cell biology at the molecular level-can be captured experimentally as independent variables. Mass spectrometry (MS) has been combined with affinity purification (AP-MS) to interrogate protein-protein interactions (Gavin et al., 2006; Ideker and Krogan, 2012; Jä ger et al., 2011; Krogan et al., 2006) and their temporal dynamics (Bisson et al., 2011; Collins et al., 2013) . Furthermore, AP-MS has been used in combination with subcellular fractionation to add spatial information and identify subcellular protein complexes (Foltz et al., 2006; Lavallé e-Adam et al., 2013 ). However, a major challenge remains largely unmet: how to interrogate interaction networks engaged by a target protein while simultaneously capturing both the spatial and temporal context in which these interactions occur.
Proximity labeling provides a means to capture the immediate biochemical environment of a protein as it exists in situ, thus preserving the critical spatial and temporal context (Kim and Roux, 2016) . Various methods have been developed but, among them, engineered ascorbic acid peroxidase (APEX) is of particular interest because of its rapid labeling kinetics (Lam et al., 2015; Martell et al., 2012; Rhee et al., 2013) . While APEX has been used previously to identify steady state organelle proteomes, we reasoned that its speed-on par with many biological processes-could be harnessed to interrogate dynamically evolving protein interaction networks. A significant challenge is that the high labeling activity of APEX, precisely what makes it useful for capturing organelle proteomes, might preclude the higher spatial resolution necessary for use with individual proteins (Hung et al., 2014 (Hung et al., , 2016 Mick et al., 2015; Rhee et al., 2013) . Specifically, APEX would be expected to label proteins in the local interaction network of a target protein, as well as nearby off-pathway proteins diffusing through the reactive biotin cloud, and thereby produce high background. After cell lysis, such proteins become convolved, making it challenging to identify which of the labeled proteins are truly part of the interaction network engaged by the target. Thus, while the breadth and speed of APEX proximity labeling holds the potential to capture location, timing, and interactions for a target protein, it is not known if it is possible to deconvolve such a complex proximity profile into its constituent parts.
We addressed this question by focusing on signaling receptors as canonical examples of proteins whose cellular function is dependent on the ability to rapidly change location and protein interactions (Irannejad et al., 2015; Kholodenko, 2006; Sorkin and von Zastrow, 2009 ). G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs), the largest family of signaling receptors, mediate the physiological responses to a wide variety of stimuli including hormones, neurotransmitters, and light (Rosenbaum et al., 2009) . In response to agonist binding, GPCRs undergo a cascade of temporally defined and functionally interdependent signaling and regulatory events for which the receptors engage different protein interaction networks (Ritter and Hall, 2009) . We selected the well-studied beta-2 adrenergic receptor (B2AR) to develop an APEX-based strategy with sufficient spatial and temporal resolution to distinguish specific local protein interaction networks from the overall organelle proteome. We describe an experimental pipeline that uses quantitative proteomics and a system of spatial references to extract higher-order spatial information from APEX labeling profiles through quantitative deconvolution (Figure 1B) . With this approach, we show that it is possible to identify local network composition and subcellular location for a target protein of interest, and do so with sub-minute temporal resolution. We then show this strategy can be successfully employed to identify previously undiscovered players in protein interaction networks.
RESULTS

APEX Captures GPCR Protein Networks
We first set out to test if GPCRs could tolerate an APEX tag, and if these tagged receptors could capture known transducer and regulatory proteins. We inserted the engineered ascorbate peroxidase enzyme APEX2 as a genetic fusion to the cytoplasmic tail of B2AR and DOR. While DOR tolerated APEX2 as a carboxy-terminal tag, we found the optimal tag location for B2AR to be an insertion of the APEX2 enzyme, separated by (1) 30-s APEX labeling for time-resolved ''snapshots'' of the local proteome; (2) APEX-tagged spatial references to deconvolve compartment bystanders from pathway-specific protein interaction networks; and (3) a two-step mass spectrometric workflow to compare relative abundances of proteins biotinylated by the target and spatial references. flexible linkers, within the tail of the receptor ( Figure S1A ). B2AR-APEX2 or DOR-APEX2 were stably expressed in HEK293 cells, and both were active for signaling and trafficking (Figures S1B-S1E). Cells were pre-incubated with biotin-phenol for 30 min, and receptors were activated during this period at different time points with specific agonists ( Figure S1F ). These pre-incubation conditions did not disrupt GPCR function ( Figure S1G ). As the final step, APEX labeling was activated by adding hydrogen peroxide (H 2 O 2 ) for a 30-s biotinylation ''snapshot'' and was rapidly quenched using a combination of low temperature buffer, peroxidase inhibitors and a competitive substrate. Subsequently, biotinylated proteins were purified on streptavidin agarose. To identify and quantify relative abundance changes in biotin-labeled proteins following agonist stimulation, we developed a multi-step workflow utilizing either western blot or quantitative mass spectrometry (MS) (Figure 2A ). For MS, biotin-labeled proteins were identified by shotgun proteomics and quantified by targeted proteomics using selected reaction monitoring (SRM).
To investigate if APEX fused to GPCRs is sufficiently sensitive to capture receptor protein network components, we first focused on arrestin3 (b-arrestin-2). Arrestin3 is critical to both B2AR and DOR function and associates transiently following agonist stimulation (Gurevich and Gurevich, 2015) . Due to the nature of this interaction, co-immunoprecipitation of arrestin3 with GPCRs often requires additional crosslinking (Cheng et al., 2000; Luttrell et al., 1999; Perry et al., 2002) . We found that APEX allows capture of agonist-responsive recruitment of arrestin3-GFP to both DOR and B2AR, and this was dependent on both H 2 O 2 and biotin-phenol ( Figure 2B ). APEX combined with the targeted proteomics strategy allowed detection of endogenous arrestin3, and we detected more than a 6-fold increase in arrestin3 capture following receptor activation (Figure 2C) . These data suggest that APEX can capture the transient, agonist-dependent interaction of arrestin3 with GPCRs.
GPCR function involves complex and time-dependent remodeling of local protein networks. B2AR endocytosis from the plasma membrane (3-10 min) involves arrestin3 and clathrin. Subsequent functions at endosomes (10-30 min) involve clathrin and VPS35 ( Figure 2D ) (Temkin et al., 2011) . Monitoring B2AR-APEX labeling at different time points after agonist treatment showed that distinct temporal phases at which these proteins function with the receptor could be resolved, as indicated both by western blot detection and targeted proteomics (Figures 2E, 2F, and S1H) . These experiments demonstrate that APEX has sufficient temporal resolution to parse ordered molecular events in B2AR regulation and trafficking.
We then asked if the APEX strategy can provide information regarding even faster events by examining proximity labeling of G proteins. GPCRs engage and allosterically activate cognate heterotrimeric G proteins within a second after agonist binding, and this is followed by alpha subunit dissociation that occurs over a period of seconds (Lohse et al., 2008) . To ask if these events can be detected using our approach, we focused on GNAS as an alpha subunit activated by B2AR and GNAI2 as an alpha subunit activated by DOR. For both G proteins, agonist-induced receptor activation produced a marked decrease in APEX labeling detected at the 1-min time point. At later time points, GNAS labeling increased, while GNAI2 labeling continued to decrease but at a slower rate than observed in the first minute ( Figure 2G ). These later changes in APEX labeling likely reflect subsequent processes such as receptor desensitization and internalization. These observations suggest that our methodology has sufficient temporal resolution to detect subunit dissociation, but not initial 'B''; green) . (E) Western blot analysis of agonist-dependent biotinylation by B2AR-APEX2 of arrestin3-GFP, clathrin heavy chain (CLTC), and Retromer complex (subunit VPS35). Pull-down on streptavidin agarose. (F) Targeted proteomics analysis of agonist-dependent biotinylation by B2AR-APEX2 of endogenous arrestin3 (blue), CLTC (red), and VPS35 (yellow). Data from four independent experiments are presented as mean + SEM. (G) Targeted proteomics analysis of agonist-dependent biotinylation of GNAS (green; by B2AR-APEX2) or GNAI2 (purple; by DOR-APEX2). Data from four independent experiments are presented as mean + SEM. See also Figure S1 and Tables S1, S5, and S6. G protein engagement by agonist-activated receptors, and can resolve differences in dissociation kinetics between distinct alpha subunits.
Together, these data offer empirical evidence that APEX combined with MS-based label-free quantification is compatible with GPCR biology and can capture many endogenous GPCR interacting proteins including those of low-affinity, transient, or non-direct interactions (Table S1 ).
APEX Captures Information about Relative Spatial Location APEX proximity labeling is known to be sufficiently powerful to capture whole organelle proteomes; therefore, we expected the GPCR-APEX fusion strategy to label other proteins in proximity of the receptor in addition to interacting proteins. We refer to such proteins as ''bystanders'': compartment-specific proteins residing in the local environment of the protein of interest but not physically interacting nor directly participating in its function. However, we wondered if these bystander proteins could provide useful information regarding location of the receptor. To this end, we picked four proteins as spatial markers along the agonist-stimulated trafficking route of B2ARs: radixin (RDX) and occludin (OCLN) as plasma membrane markers and the early endosomal antigen 1 (EEA1) and the t-SNAREs homolog 1B (VTI1B) to mark endosomes ( Figure 3A) . Agonist-stimulated B2AR-APEX2 labeled these proteins with a time course that (E) Micrographs of PM-APEX2, Endo-APEX2, and Cyto-APEX2 using live-cell confocal imaging (scale bar, 10 mm). (F and G) Relative protein abundance of biotinylated receptor-specific protein complexes (blue bars) or plasma membrane bystanders (light gray bars) comparing B2AR-APEX2 after (F) 1 min agonist stimulation or (G) 10 min agonist stimulation to PM-APEX2, Cyto-APEX2, or ENDO-APEX2 measured by targeted proteomics analysis. Statistical significance was calculated using one-way ANOVA (alpha = 0.05) with multiple comparisons correction. Differences in protein abundance between receptor-specific protein complexes and bystanders noted as (F) OCLN (#) and RDX (*) or (G) VTI1B (#), and EEA1 (*). Data from four independent experiments are presented as mean + SEM. See also Figures S2 and S3 and Tables S2 and S5. closely matched receptor trafficking between plasma membrane and endosomes as measured by flow cytometry (Figures 3B and 3C) . We also validated that this approach could be applied for DOR ( Figure S2A ). These results verify that bystander proteins are indeed labeled by the present strategy. Importantly, they also suggest that bystanders do not simply represent noise; rather, they preserve biological information-within the same sample-about location.
Spatially Specific References Allow GPCR Interactors to be Differentiated from General Compartmental Proteins These findings indicate that the profile of proteins captured by the GPCR-APEX method represents a complex mixture of two time-dependent profiles: interaction network components and bystanders. To deconvolve these profiles, spatially specific APEX references were generated using established targeting strategies: Lyn 11 (plasma membrane targeting), 2xFYVE (early endosome targeting), and GFP (cytoplasmic) (Gillooly et al., 2000; Inoue et al., 2005) . These constructs are referred to here as PM-APEX2 (Lyn 11 -GFP-APEX2), Endo-APEX2 (GFP2xFYVE-APEX2), and Cyto-APEX2 (GFP-APEX2) (Figures 3D and 3E) . To avoid the targeting motifs disrupting compartmental function, HEK293 cells stably expressing low levels of these constructs were selected, expression-matched, and tested for unperturbed receptor trafficking ( Figures S2B and S2C ). We validated proximity labeling of PM-APEX2 and Endo-APEX2 with shotgun proteomics and demonstrated strong enrichment of known plasma membrane and endosomal proteins, respectively (Figures S2D and S2E ; Table S2 ). These experiments also identified cytoplasmic background proteins that are equally biotin-labeled by the different APEX-constructs. We used these proteins as internal standards for targeted proteomics to normalize between different APEX-constructs as well as between biological replicates (Figures S3A and S3B) .
We reasoned that APEX profiles generated from the same subcellular compartment would be quantitatively similar overall (i.e., bystander proteins), but differ for those proteins which are enriched around the GPCR through interaction networks. Consequently, we compared relative abundances of known B2AR network proteins and bystanders across different APEX samples by targeted proteomics. APEX proximity labeling was performed for B2AR-APEX2 as well as PM-APEX2, Endo-APEX2, and Cyto-APEX2. When comparing the abundance of proteins labeled by B2AR-APEX2 (one minute agonist) to its spatially specific reference PM-APEX2, we found the bystander proteins OCLN and RDX to be of similar abundance between the two constructs. We then examined the endocytic network engaged by B2AR immediately after activation, consisting of arrestin3 (ARRB2) and the AP2 complex ( Figure S3C ). Importantly, these proteins were significantly more enriched in the B2AR-APEX2 sample than PM-APEX2 ( Figure 3F and Table S2; AP2S1 not detected by MS). Consistent with previous findings, the abundance differences of arrestin3 and AP2 were agonist dependent ( Figure S3D ; Table S2 ). Thus, we could quantitatively distinguish these bystanders from the B2AR endocytic network. We found that the selection of the correct spatial reference was critical. When using the wrong spatial reference for B2AR one minute after agonist (either Cyto-APEX or Endo-APEX2), known receptor network components could not be differentiated from bystanders ( Figure 3F ; Table S2 ). Together, these data demonstrate that it is possible to deconvolve bystanders from network components through quantitative proteomic comparison of spatial references at the same subcellular compartment as the APEX-tagged target.
To determine if the spatially specific reference approach could be extended to a different subcellular compartment, we examined B2AR-APEX2 at later phases following agonist stimulation. Activation of B2AR with agonist for 10 min results in its trafficking to early endosomes where it engages an endosomal sorting protein network that includes sorting nexin 27 (SNX27) and the Retromer complex (VPS26, VPS29, and VSP35) ( Figure S3E ). We utilized EEA1 and VTI1B as early endosomal bystander proteins. While this time point is technically more challenging because of receptor trafficking asynchrony over time, the spatially specific reference (Endo-APEX2) allowed the B2AR-specific endosomal network to be differentiated by abundance from bystander proteins ( Figure 3G ; Table S2 ). We again observed the importance of selecting a spatially accurate reference condition, as comparing B2AR-APEX2 (10 min after agonist; primarily endosomal) to Cyto-APEX2 or PM-APEX2 resulted in no difference in relative abundance between the GPCR network proteins and bystanders ( Figure 3G ; Table S2 ).
Together, these results suggest that spatially specific reference conditions, combined with label-free MS-based quantification, provide a method by which complex datasets generated by APEX proximity labeling can be deconvolved into their constituent parts.
Time-Resolved Proximity Labeling with Spatially Specific Deconvolution Identifies Interacting Partners for the Delta Opioid Receptor
We next tested the utility of our spatial reference approach for identifying unknown GPCR interacting proteins. We focused on DOR because of an open and unresolved question regarding the molecular and cellular basis of its downregulation. DOR downregulation by endocytic trafficking to lysosomes is physiologically important and contributes to the development of tolerance to opioid analgesic drugs in vivo (Gendron et al., 2016) . Mechanistically, lysosomal downregulation typically requires transmembrane proteins to engage the ubiquitin network in endosomes (Schmidt and Teis, 2012) . However, receptors can differ in the components that they engage (Kennedy and Marchese, 2015) . The key question of whether specific ubiquitin network components are required to select DOR for delivery to lysosomes remains unanswered (Henry et al., 2011; Hislop et al., 2009) .
We developed a multi-step workflow to identify, score, and validate proteins specifically enriched in the local environment of DOR ( Figure 4A ). To interrogate this environment at different phases after agonist-induced activation, DOR-APEX2 expressing cells were exposed to the opioid agonist DADLE for varying periods of time prior to APEX labeling ( Figure 4A ). Proximity labeling was also performed for PM-APEX2 and Endo-APEX2 to obtain spatially specific references. Biotinylated proteins were quantified using label-free shotgun MS, an approach that we demonstrated to identify many known interactors for B2AR (Table S1 ).
The basis of our deconvolution strategy is to identify proteins labeled more strongly by GPCR-APEX2 than spatial references. To do so, we applied the probabilistic scoring algorithm SAINT for MS1 intensities and compared proteins labeled by DOR-APEX2 at each time point after receptor activation to the matching spatial reference (Choi et al., 2011 (Choi et al., , 2012 . As the distribution of agonist-stimulated DOR between the plasma membrane and endosome changes over time, we created a specific spatial reference condition for each time point by fractionally combining the protein MS1 intensities derived from PM-APEX2 (A) Spatially specific APEX proximity-profiling using shotgun proteomics and SAINT scoring to identify candidate DOR interaction network components and subsequent targeted proteomics for abundance quantification and hierarchical clustering of their temporal profiles. (B) SAINT confidence scoring of the shotgun proteomics data for DOR-APEX2 compared to time-specific combined spatial references, false discovery rate (FDR), and fold change (FC) plotted. All proteins with an FDR of zero were given a value of 0.001 for plotting. Proteins passing the selected SAINT FDR cutoff (< 0.05) are colored in red as candidates. Proteins previously observed to be enriched in the plasma membrane proteome or endosome proteomes ( Figure S3B ) are colored in blue or green, respectively. All other proteins are shown in gray. Data from three independent experiments are presented as mean. (C) Relative abundance quantification of SAINT hits using targeted proteomics. Abundance ratio was calculated comparing DOR and the time-specific combined spatial reference for each time point after agonist. Proteins significantly more abundant in the DOR sample (p < 0.05) than the spatial reference are colored in red, and all others are in gray. Data from four independent experiments are presented as mean + SEM. (D) Hierarchical clustering for DOR interaction network proteins using the normalized abundance from targeted proteomics analysis. The non-reference controlled LAMP1 cluster was removed (see Figure S4D for full cluster). See also Figure S4 and Tables S3, S4, and S5. and Endo-APEX2 to reflect the overall receptor distribution (Figures 3C , S4A, and S4B). Using known GPCR interacting proteins as a reference, we selected an FDR cutoff for SAINT of 0.05 and obtained a list of 48 unique proteins ( Figure 4B ; Table S3 ). It should be again noted that using the correct spatial reference was essential, as applying the incorrect reference resulted in a candidate list highly enriched in bystander proteins ( Figure S4C ). To validate the results derived from the SAINT scoring system and obtain more sensitive and accurate quantification of relative biotin labeling over time, proteins passing the SAINT FDR cutoff were re-measured using targeted proteomics ( Figure 4C ; Table  S3 ). 29 out of 42 proteins for which we could successfully develop targeted proteomics assays showed significant abundance differences (p < 0.05) between the receptor and time-specific reference and were selected as candidates for functional characterization (Tables S3 and S4) .
To guide selection of these candidate proteins for follow-up studies, we employed hierarchical clustering to group proteins across temporal phases using the targeted proteomics measurements ( Figures 4D and S4D ). We found proteins clustering in distinct phases after agonist including early (1-3 min), middle (3-10 min) and late (10-30 min) phases. As expected, arrestin3 (ARRB2) peaked in the early phase. A similar temporal profile was shared by several other proteins that are known to function in clathrin-mediated endocytosis (AGFG1, ITSN2, EPN2, and PICALM) (McMahon and Boucrot, 2011) . Several of the candidates in the middle phase (ZFYVE20, TGFBRAP1, and SCAMP3) and later phase (MYOF and WWP2) are known to function in endosomal sorting of other receptors (Bernatchez et al., 2007; Aoh et al., 2009; Dores et al., 2015; Falguiè res et al., 2012; Navaroli et al., 2012; Oo et al., 2011; Perini et al., 2014) . Additionally, we found a cluster of proteins peaking at the late phase of receptor activity including LAMP1 and components of the acidifying endosomal ATPase ( Figure S4D ). As we did not have a reference controlling for the late-endosomal/lysosomal LAMP1-positive compartment, we considered these proteins as likely bystanders. Consequently, we did not include these proteins for hierarchical clustering analysis of APEX hits to consider for immediate follow-up ( Figure 4D ; see Figure S4D for full clustering).
Identification of WWP2 or TOM1 as Ubiquitin Network Components Required for DOR Trafficking to Lysosomes
We were intrigued to see WWP2 and TOM1, two ubiquitin-linked proteins, labeled by DOR during the late phase of activity (30 min after agonist) ( Figure 4D ). WWP2 is a HECT family E3 ligase and has been linked to the degradation of two GPCRs: PAR1 and S1P1 (Dores et al., 2015; Oo et al., 2011) . TOM1 has two ubiquitin interaction domains (VHS and GAT) that bind ubiquitin in vitro and it has been shown to localize to endosomes (Seet et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2010; Yamakami et al., 2003) . However, it remains unknown if TOM1 directly functions in endosomal sorting of membrane proteins. Importantly, neither protein is currently recognized to have any role in the biology of opioid receptors.
The proximity-labeling profile of TOM1 and WWP2 suggested that these proteins engage DOR at or shortly after receptor endocytosis and showed strongest labeling at late phases of receptor activity. Therefore, we hypothesized that the knockdown of TOM1 or WWP2 could result in endosomal mis-sorting and reduction in lysosomal degradation. To test this hypothesis, we used small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) for protein-specific knockdown of TOM1 and WWP2 ( Figure S5A ). Following siRNA-mediated knockdown of WWP2 or TOM1, cells stably expressing Flag-DOR were stimulated with agonist for time periods of 0 to 6 hr. DOR degradation was assessed and quantified by western blot. We found that knockdown of either TOM1 or WWP2 significantly impaired the degradation rate of the receptor ( Figures  5A-5D ).
We then tested if this defect in lysosomal degradation was due to a loss of receptor internalization. We found no significant effect from knockdown of either protein on DOR endocytosis relative to a positive control (siRNA to arrestin3) ( Figure 5E ), suggesting that the effect of TOM1 or WWP2 knockdown was further downstream. Additionally, the decrease in degradation was not a result of re-routing DOR into the recycling pathway ( Figure S5B ). Together these data identify two specific network components mediating DOR degradation, and identify TOM1 as a cargo sorting protein ( Figure 5F ).
DISCUSSION
Here, we present an approach based on APEX proximity labeling, spatial references, and quantitative MS that allows protein interaction networks to be resolved according to both location and timing. We established the utility of this method by applying it to GPCRs, which are traditionally difficult targets due to their movement within cells and ligand-induced remodeling of the protein interaction networks that they engage. We validated capture of known receptor binding partners, including those with transient or low-affinity interactions, and demonstrated that our pipeline can be used to discover components of protein interaction networks.
APEX Labeling of Known Protein Interaction Networks
A critical first step was to determine if APEX, which has been shown to label entire organelles, could be used to identify specific and relevant protein-protein interactions. The beta-2 adrenergic receptor is an extensively studied GPCR with many interacting proteins already known. As such, this GPCR offered an excellent test for the temporal and spatial resolution of APEX. We show that APEX proximity labeling can capture proteins that interact with the GPCR directly, including those with transient or with lowaffinity interactions, such as the alpha subunit of heterotrimeric G proteins, arrestin3, and SNX27 (Lauffer et al., 2010) . Additionally, APEX can capture proteins that are linked to the receptor indirectly, such as the AP2 complex or Retromer complex. Our data suggest that the spatiotemporal resolution of APEX is sufficiently high that agonist-dependent coupling of the receptor to already known transducers and regulators can be directly assessed from the streptavidin-purified fraction.
Deconvolution of APEX Labeling
Our data demonstrate that APEX labeling captures three classes of proteins in compartments that face the cytoplasm: proteins which interact with the target, nearby bystanders on the organelle, and freely diffusing cytoplasmic proteins. These spatially distinct types of proteins become convolved as a product of cell lysis. We found that the breadth of APEX labeling ($90% of proteins were labeled by all constructs) was advantageous because it allows for deconvolution of these signals based on quantitative differences in labeling intensity. We demonstrated that comparing APEX labeling profiles generated at the same compartment allows components of local protein interaction networks to be deconvolved from labeled bystanders and cytoplasmic proteins. It is worth considering how this could work. Unlike immunoprecipitation which enriches proteins based on biochemical affinity, proximity-labeling captures proteins in a manner that depends on distance and duration. APEX undoubtedly has sufficient labeling activity to generate high background, but the cloud of activated biotin-phenol is finite (estimated as less than 20 nm in living cells) (Hung et al., 2014; Rhee et al., 2013) . Thus, the probability of a protein being biotin-labeled by APEX depends on its distance from the APEX tag and dwelltime within the cloud of activated biotin-phenol. Proteins which interact with the APEX-tagged target will be closer to, and reside longer within, the cloud of activated label than non-interacting proteins. Our data suggest that these differences in relative location from the target protein, which are integrated across the 30-s labeling reaction, can be quantitatively and systematically resolved.
Using Time-Resolved Proximity Labeling with Spatially Specific Deconvolution to Identify Components of the DOR Network SAINT identification of arrestin3 as the highest confidence interacting protein in the early phases after agonist addition is consistent with its known rapid recruitment and binding to the activated GPCR (Sorkin and von Zastrow, 2009 ). In addition to arrestin3, we observed several other proteins (EPN2, ITSN2, and PICALM), known components of the clathrin-coated pit (CCP) (McMahon and Boucrot, 2011) , as proteins that either interact directly with the receptor or are locally associated in the early phase after agonist addition. Surprisingly, even though the CCP is a relatively small structure, individual components were labeled to different degrees ( Figure S4E ). This suggests that quantitative deconvolution of proximity labeling data has the potential to achieve even higher spatial resolution.
We demonstrate the utility of our approach to identify components of the GPCR network by addressing a problem in the biology of opioid receptors that has proven intractable by traditional approaches (Henry et al., 2011; Hislop et al., 2009) . Specific ubiquitin ligases, and downstream ubiquitin binding proteins, promote receptor sorting to lysosomes and have been identified for many signaling receptors (Schmidt and Teis, 2012) . For opioid receptors, however, traditional methods have failed to identify such proteins. Our method identified WWP2, a HECT family ubiquitin ligase and TOM1, a ubiquitin binding protein. We demonstrated that both proteins are involved in endosomal sorting of DOR to the lysosome, providing insight into the molecular mechanism of opioid receptor downregulation. While we show that our pipeline identifies important network components, not every protein identified by our pipeline should be assumed, a priori, to be functionally relevant. For example, DOR-APEX labeling identified TNFR at the early and middle phases, an observation that is consistent with DOR and TNFR being in close proximity both during endocytosis and during transit through shared early endosomal intermediates (Eichel et al., 2016; Tsao and von Zastrow, 2000) . Yet, we do not presently conclude that TNFR and DOR specifically bind or that the former directly alters the cell biology of the later. Thus, as with traditional yeast two-hybrid or AP-MS approaches, additional mechanistic studies remain critical to validate whether identified proteins are true network components and, ultimately, functionally relevant. While 30-s ''snapshots'' are clearly sufficient to capture and temporally resolve many known GPCR-interacting proteins, we note that heterotrimeric G proteins were not identified as highscoring proteins despite being labeled by APEX. We think that this is because initial G protein association with GPCRs occurs with sub-second kinetics, which is faster than we can currently resolve (Lohse et al., 2008) . We did observe decreased G protein labeling consistent with subsequent dissociation (Figure 2G ), but the present SAINT-based scoring strategy only detects proteins whose labeling increases relative to spatial references. We suggest that future development of additional data analysis strategies, optimized for the structure and nature of proximity labeling datasets, could significantly increase the power of the present strategy.
Toward Application as a General Analytical Pipeline
We suggest that the present strategy combining time-resolved APEX labeling with quantitative proteomics and spatial references defines a generalizable discovery pipeline for unbiased protein network interrogation. However, our experience in applying the methodology to GPCRs has identified several requirements and considerations that may restrict the range of systems to which it can be applied. First, our strategy presently requires one to know the subcellular location of the protein of interest and its time-dependent redistribution. This is critical for selecting appropriate spatial references and for determining their relative contribution to the quantitative proteomic analysis at each time point. Information about subcellular location is already available for many proteins, including other signaling receptors, and there has been considerable recent progress in development of methods to define the subcellular location of target proteins more broadly (Itzhak et al., 2016; Lundberg and Uhlé n, 2010; Marx, 2015; Rhee et al., 2013) . In addition, we note that the present APEX methodology inherently returns information regarding subcellular location ( Figures 3B and S2A) . Accordingly, we suggest that the present pipeline could be expanded to provide unbiased subcellular location information de novo. We provide proof of principle supporting feasibility of such an approach (Figures S5C and S5D) . A second requirement of the present strategy-as for all strategies requiring protein affinity tagging-is to position the tag to ensure minimal functional perturbation. We found that APEX2 is active as an amino terminus, carboxy terminus, or internal tag, thus allowing flexibility in designing a tagging scheme. Additionally, as APEX2 and GFP are of similar size, we suggest that a reasonable starting point for APEX tagging is to identify locations in which GFP has been successfully inserted into the protein of interest.
Constrained by the considerations elaborated above, we anticipate that the present methodology can be extended to virtually any membrane-associated protein. It remains to be determined whether the pipeline can be further extended to cytoplasmic proteins, which lack a specific organelle location. With accumulating evidence that the cytoplasm is spatially heterogeneous (Brangwynne, 2013; Eulalio et al., 2007) , we suggest that a similar experimental approach-except using multiple cytoplasmic rather than organellar spatial references-could make this feasible. Whether this is indeed the case remains an interesting question for future study. In sum, here we describe and validate a methodology that extends the utility of APEX-mediated proximity labeling to achieve spatiotemporally resolved protein network interrogation in intact cells, thereby providing a flexible pipeline for defining the essential ''what,'' ''where,'' and ''when'' of protein interaction networks that fundamentally underlie biology at the molecular level.
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Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following: 
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Mammalian Cell Culture Conditions HEK293 cells (CRL-1583, ATCC) were cultured in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (DMEM, GIBCO) and supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (UCSF Cell Culture Facility). HEK293 cells stably expressing APEX-tagged constructs were selected with 500 mg/mL G418 and maintained in 100 mg/mL G418. Transfections were performed using Lipofectamine 2000 or Lipofectamine 3000 for cDNA (2 uL of Lipofectaime per 1 mg of DNA) and RNAi-Max for siRNA (3 uL of RNAi-Max per 10 pmol of RNA). For transient DNA expression, cells were transfected 24 or 48 hr before experiments. siRNA duplexes were ordered from QIAGEN, and cells were transfected with siRNAs for 72 hr before experiments.
METHODS DETAILS
cDNA constructs PM-APEX2, Endo-APEX2, and CYTO-APEX2 were cloned into pcDNA3APEX2-NES (Addgene #49386) by In-Fusion HD cloning into the NotI site. Lyn11-eGFP (PM), GFP-2xFYVE (Endo), and eGFP (CYTO) were amplified, respectively, from a gBlock (IDT), pEGFP-C1, or a previously described construct (Gillooly et al., 2000) . Linkers were inserted by extension PCR. APEX-tagged GPCRs were cloned into pcDNA3.1 using PCR amplification and restriction enzyme cloning. Amino-terminally FLAG-tagged human B2AR and murine DOR were amplified by PCR from previously described constructs (Hislop et al., 2009; Temkin et al., 2011) . Full length FLAG-DOR and the amino-terminal portion of FLAG-B2AR (1-382) were cloned using NheI and EcoRI (NEB), followed by a linker sequence, and APEX2 inserted with EcoRI and NotI (NEB). For FLAG-B2AR, the remaining portion of the receptor (383-413) was cloned 3 0 to the APEX2 sequence, separated by a linker, with NotI and XbaI (NEB) (see Figure S1 ). See Table S6 for relevant primers.
Flow cytometric analysis of receptor trafficking
Flow cytometric analysis of receptor surface immunofluorescence was used to determine agonist induced internalization and subsequent agonist-withdrawn surface recovery (recycling). HEK293 cells stably expressing FLAG-tagged receptors were left untreated as a control, incubated with 10 mM agonist (isoproterenol for B2AR or DADLE for DOR) for the noted time (0-30 min). To measure recycling, cells were incubated with 10 mM agonist for 30 min, washed, and then incubated for an additional 30 min with 10 mM antagonist (alprenolol for B2AR or naloxone for DOR). All cells were washed twice in ice-cold PBS to stop trafficking, and incubated at 4 C for 45 min with 2 mg mL-1 Alexa647 (Life Technologies)-conjugated M1 anti-FLAG (Sigma F-3040). Cells were washed once in PBS at 4 C, and then mechanically lifted in PBS for an additional 45 min at 4 C. Median fluorescence intensity of 10,000 cells per condition was measured using a FACSCalibur instrument (Becton Dickinson). Internalization was calculated as a fraction of the agonist treated condition divided by untreated. Recycling was calculated as a fraction of surface recovered receptor divided by the internalized receptor. At least three independent biological experiments were performed in triplicate for each condition.
Flow cytometric analysis of receptor redistribution
Flow cytometric analysis of B2AR redistribution was used to determine agonist induced changes to the surface-accessible pool of internal receptors. HEK293 cells stably expressing FLAG-tagged B2AR were incubated 2 mg mL-1 Alexa647 (Life Technologies)-conjugated M1 anti-FLAG (Sigma F-3040) for 10 min at 37 C. Cells were washed twice, and then left untreated as a control, incubated with 10 mM isoproterenol for B2AR for the noted time (0-30 min). Cells were placed on ice, washed three times in PBS+0.04% EDTA at 4 C to remove surface M1, and then mechanically lifted in PBS+0.04% EDTA for an additional 45 min at 4 C.
DOR lysosomal degradation assay HEK293 cells stably expressing FLAG-DOR (no APEX2 tag) were stimulated with 10 mM DADLE from 0 to 6 hr, and DOR degradation was assessed by loss of FLAG immunoreactivity on a western blot using M1 anti-FLAG (1:1000). For quantification, receptor band intensities were analyzed in the linear range using ImageStudioLite (LI-COR) with a standard curve and internal normalization standard (CLTC, 1:1000).
Live cell cAMP accumulation assay HEK293 cells were transiently transfected with the APEX-tagged GPCR and a cAMP biosensor, pGLO-20F (Promega). Prior to agonist stimulation, cells were incubated with 250 mg mL-1 luciferin for 45 min in DMEM without phenol red or serum. 10 nM isoproterenol (for B2AR), 10 mM DADLE and 10 nM isoproterenol (for DOR), or 10 mM forskollin (reference condition) were added to each well, and placed at 37 C. Luminescence was recorded every 10 s with a CCD sensor for 5 min. Luminescence signal generated agonist stimulation was integrated across the 5 min acquisition, and normalized to maximum output from 10 mM forskollin.
Live-cell imaging HEK293 cells expressing GFP-tagged constructs were plated onto polylysine coated glass coverslips. Cells were imaged on a spinning disk confocal microscope (Nikon TE-2000 with Yokogawa confocal scanner unit CSU22) using a 100x objective in 37 C in DMEM without Phenol Red and supplemented with 30 mM HEPES.
APEX reaction and biotinylated protein capture 500 mM biotin-phenol was pre-incubated with cells for 30 min at 37 C. 10 mM isoproterenol (for B2AR) or 10 mM DADLE (for DOR) experiments was added for the noted period of time (see Figure S1F for more information on the experimental scheme). Immediately prior to use, H 2 O 2 was diluted to 2 mM final in room-temperature media (DMEM+10% FBS). APEX labeling was initiated by 1:1 mixing of the H 2 O 2 containing media room temperature media (1 mM H 2 O 2 final) with the biotin-phenol containing media. The labeling reaction was allowed to continue for 30 s, media was removed, and the cells were washed three times in ice cold quenching buffer (TBS supplemented with 1 mM CaCl2, 10 mM sodium ascorbate, 1 mM sodium azide, and 1 mM Trolox). Cells were incubated in quenching buffer for 20 min on ice, quenching buffer was removed, and cells were lysed in RIPA (50 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, 1% Triton X-100, 0.5% deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, pH 7.4) supplemented with 10 mM sodium ascorbate, 1 mM sodium azide, 1 mM Trolox, 1mM DTT, and protease inhibitors (Roche Complete). Samples were briefly sonicated, spun down at 10,000 x g for 10 min, the supernatant was applied to streptavidin agarose resin (Thermo), and incubated overnight at 4 C.
Western blots
Lysate bound streptavidin agarose was washed four times (10 bed volumes per wash) in RIPA buffer. For all non-receptor proteins, samples were boiled in NuPAGE LDS sample buffer (Life Technologies) supplemented with 100 mM dithiothreitol or 200 mM B-mercaptoethanol. For receptors, samples were incubated for 60 min in reductant containing sample buffer at room temperature. All samples separated on 4%-12% SDS-PAGE (Life Technologies), transferred to nitrocellulose membrane (BioRad), and blocked in TBS Odyssey buffer (LI-COR). Primary antibodies for western blots: goat anti-VPS35 (1:500, Novus Biologicals NB100-1397), mouse anti-GFP (1:500, Roche 11814460001), mouse M1 anti-FLAG (1:500, Sigma F-3040), mouse anti-CLTC (1:500, Santa Cruz sc-12734), rabbit anti-TOM1 (1:500, Abcam ab170928), anti-WWP2 (1:500, Abcam ab103527) and mouse anti-GAPDH (1:1000, EMD Millipore MAB374). Membranes were subsequently washed in TBS-Tween (0.1% v/v) and then incubated with secondary fluorescent antibodies (680-donkey-anti-goat, 680-donkey-anti-rabbit, or 800-donkey-anti-mouse). Membranes were washed in TBS-Tween (0.1% v/v), rinsed in TBS, and imaged using an Odyssey Infrared Imaging System (LI-COR). For quantification, band intensities were analyzed in the linear range using ImageStudioLite (LI-COR) with a standard curve and internal normalization standard (GAPDH).
Preparation of APEX-labeled proteins for western blot or mass spectrometry Streptavidin agarose resin was washed two times in RIPA buffer (50 bed volumes per wash), four times in TBS (50 bed volumes per wash), one time in 50 mM NH 4 HCO 3 , 3 M Urea (1 bed volume per wash). Samples were reduced on resin by adding TCEP (5 mM final) and incubating, with orbital shaking, for 30 min at 55 C. Samples were alkylated by adding iodoacetamide (10 mM final), covered from light and with orbital shaking, for 20 min at room temperature. The reaction was quenched upon addition of DTT (20 mM final). The streptavidin agarose resin was spun down and the buffer exchanged to 50 mM NH 4 HCO 3 , 2 M Urea. Biotinylated proteins were cleaved on resin by the incubation of trypsin overnight at 37 C (1 mg trypsin per 20 uL of streptavidin agarose). Following proteolysis, the resin was spun down by centrifugation at 1000 x g for 1 min, and supernatant collected. The resins were washed twice with 50 mM NH 4 HCO 3 , 2 M Urea and this material was pooled with the first supernatant. The sample was acidified with TFA. NEST C18 MacroSpin columns were used to desalt the peptide sample for mass spectrometric analysis.
Shotgun mass spectrometric data acquisition Digested peptide mixtures were analyzed by LC-MS/MS on a Thermo Scientific LTQ Orbitrap Elite mass spectrometry system equipped with a Proxeon Easy nLC 1000 ultra high-pressure liquid chromatography and autosampler system. Samples were injected onto a C18 column (25 cm x 75 mm I.D. packed with ReproSil Pur C18 AQ 1.9 mm particles) in 0.1% formic acid and then separated with a 90 min gradient from 5% to 30% ACN in 0.1% formic acid at a flow rate of 300 nl/min. The mass spectrometer collected data in a data-dependent fashion, collecting one full scan in the Orbitrap at 120,000 resolution followed by 10 collision-induced dissociation MS/MS scans in the dual linear ion trap for the 10 most intense peaks from the full scan. Dynamic exclusion was enabled for 30 s with a repeat count of 1. Charge state screening was employed to reject analysis of singly charged species or species for which a charge could not be assigned. The resulting data were analyzed using MaxQuant for identification and quantification (Cox and Mann, 2008) . SAINTexpress was applied to score protein networks components of DOR (Choi et al., 2011 (Choi et al., , 2012 and MSstats was used for statistical analysis (Choi et al., 2014) 
(see Quantification and Statistical Analysis).
Targeted mass spectrometric data acquisition SRM assays were generated for selected interactors of B2AR and DOR, as well as for localization controls and ribosomal proteins (RPL18A, RPL28, RPL3, RPL35A, RPL6) as internal controls for normalization (Table S5 ). SRM assay generation was performed using Skyline (MacLean et al., 2010) . For all targeted proteins, proteotypic peptides and optimal transitions for identification and quantification were selected based on a spectral library generated from the shotgun MS experiments. The Skyline spectral library was used to extract optimal coordinates for the SRM assays, e.g., peptide fragments and peptide retention times. For each protein 1-4 peptides were selected based on intensity, peptide length as well as chromatographic performance. For each peptide the 4 best SRM transitions were selected based on intensity and peak shape.
Digested peptide mixtures were analyzed by LC-SRM on a Thermo Scientific TSQ Quantiva MS system equipped with a Proxeon Easy nLC 1200 ultra high-pressure liquid chromatography and autosampler system. Samples were injected onto a C18 column (25 cm x 75 mm I.D. packed with ReproSil Pur C18 AQ 1.9 mm particles) in 0.1% formic acid and then separated with an 80 min gradient from 5% to 40% Buffer B (90% ACN/10% water/0.1% formic acid) at a flow rate of 300 nl/min. SRM acquisition was performed operating Q1 and Q3 at 0.7 unit mass resolution. For each peptide the best 4 transitions were monitored in a scheduled fashion with a retention time window of 4 min and a cycle time fixed to 2 s. Argon was used as the collision gas at a nominal pressure of 1.5 mTorr. Collision energies were calculated by, CE = 0.0348 * (m/z) + 0.4551 and CE = 0.0271 * (m/z) + 1.5910 (CE, collision energy and m/z, mass to charge ratio) for doubly and triply charged precursor ions, respectively. RF lens voltages were calculated by, RF = 0.1088 * (m/z) + 21.029 and RF = 0.1157 * (m/z) + 0.1157 (RF, RF lens voltage and m/z, mass to charge ratio) for doubly and triply charged precursor ions, respectively. The resulting data was analyzed with Skyline for identification and quantification of peptides. MSstats was used for statistical analysis (Choi et al., 2014 ) (see Quantification and Statistical Analysis).
Hierarchical clustering
The mean abundance data generated in targeted proteomics analysis was mean centered, normalized (scale À1 to +1), and clustered (uncentered correlation) using a single linkage using Gene Cluster 3.0 (de Hoon et al., 2004) . Clustering results were visualized using Java Treeview (Saldanha, 2004) .
De novo identification of protein location
Proximity labeling was performed for the protein of interest (PI-APEX2) and CYTO-APEX2. For proof-of-principle, PI-APEX2 used here was non-stimulated DOR-APEX2 or DOR-APEX2 stimulated for 10 min with agonist (10 mM DADLE). Label-free quantitative shotgun proteomics data acquisition, protein identification, and quantification, as well as statistical analysis were performed as described above. A significance cutoff FC R 2 or FC % 0.5 and p value % 0.05 was used to identify proteins enriched in the PI sample. Unbiased analysis (PANTHER Overrepresentation Test of Cellular Components (release 20160715) was performed using Gene Onotology (GO Ontology database released 2016-12-28) against a reference list containing all Homo sapiens genes in the database (http://geneontology.org/ page/go-enrichment-analysis) (Ashburner et al., 2000; Gene Ontology Consortium, 2015) . We examined statistically significant enrichment (p < 0.05, Bonferroni multiple comparisons correction) for the following components: plasma membrane (GO:0005886), endosome (GO:0005768), late endosome/lysosome (GO:0005764), Golgi apparatus (GO:0005794), nucleus (GO:0005634), endoplasmic reticulum (GO:0005783), mitochondrion (GO: 0005739), peroxisomes (GO:0005777), and cilium (GO:0005929).
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS Statistics
For all non-mass spectrometry experiments, results are presented as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) based on at least 3 biologically independent experiments. Analysis of statistical significance was performed using Prism (6.0h, GraphPad) unpaired t test or, as necessary, one-way ANOVA (alpha = 0.05) with Sidak's or Dunnett's multiple comparisons correction.
Protein identification and quantification from shotgun proteomics
The raw data were analyzed using the MaxQuant algorithm (version 1.5.2.8) (Cox and Mann, 2008) for the identification and quantification of peptides and proteins. Data were searched against a database containing SwissProt Human (downloaded 12/2014), and the APEX2 sequence, concatenated to a decoy database where each sequence was randomized in order to estimate the false discovery rate (FDR). Variable modifications were allowed for methionine oxidation and protein N terminus acetylation. A fixed modification was indicated for cysteine carbamidomethylation. Full trypsin specificity was required. The first search was performed with a mass accuracy of ± 20 parts per million and the main search was performed with a mass accuracy of ± 4.5 parts per million. A maximum of 5 modifications and 2 missed cleavages were allowed per peptide. The maximum charge was set to 7+. Individual peptide mass tolerances were allowed. For MS/MS matching, the mass tolerance was set to 0.8 Da and the top 8 peaks per 100 Da were analyzed. MS/MS matching was allowed for higher charge states, water and ammonia loss events. The data were filtered to obtain a peptide, protein, and site-level false discovery rate of 0.01. The minimum peptide length was 7 amino acids. Results were matched between runs with a time window of 2 min for biological replicates.
Statistical analysis of shotgun MS data
Analysis of shotgun MS data were performed using the statistical models implemented in the MSstats package in order to calculate fold changes (FC) and p values (Choi et al., 2014) . To reduce variation between APEX-constructs and their biological replicates we performed a constant normalization based on the median protein intensities per MS run. Proteins with a p value % 0.05 and a log2 FC R 1 were considered significant.
Scoring of specific DOR interactors
The following experimental design was used for the APEX experiments: For DOR-APEX2 we prepared four biological replicates of the time course. Each biological replicate was grown and processed at different times. The spatial references PM-APEX2 and ENDO-APEX2 were used as control condition and were processed and analyzed in parallel with the DOR-APEX2 time courses to avoid batch-effects. To create a single spatial reference condition for each time point, we fractionally combined the PM-APEX2 and Endo-APEX2 to reflect the overall receptor distribution at the plasma membrane and the endosome based on flow cytometric measurements of B2AR and DOR trafficking. First, we extracted protein MS1 intensities from each replicate of PM-APEX2 and ENDO-APEX2. Second, we fractionally combined the protein MS1 intensities from each replicate of PM-APEX2 and ENDO-APEX2 using the multiplication factors listed in Figure S4B to generate a specific spatial reference for each time point. Finally, we use SAINTexpress (Significance Analysis of INTeractome) to compare the DOR-APEX2 protein MS1 intensities at different time points after agonist treatment to the matching spatial reference and to assign confidence scores to observed PPIs (Choi et al., 2011 (Choi et al., , 2012 . Protein MS1 intensities for each sample were calculated as the sum from the extracted MS1 peptide intensities for one protein in a given sample. To discriminate bona fide protein interactors of DOR from the spatial bystanders, we set an FDR threshold of 0.05. To generate an overall list of candidate DOR interactors, we combined the proteins with an FDR below 0.05 for each time point. The candidates were subsequently validated by targeted mass spectrometry.
Protein quantification from targeted proteomics data SRM data were processed using Skyline (MacLean et al., 2010) . Protein significance analysis was performed using MSstats (Choi et al., 2014) . Normalization across samples was conducted based on selected global standard proteins (RPL18A, RPL28, RPL3, RPL35A, RPL6). Each protein was tested for abundance differences comparing DOR-APEX2 time points to the spatial references, PM-APEX2 and ENDO-APEX2. Proteins with an adjusted p value < 0.05 were considered significant. Model-based sample quantification implemented in MSstats was used to calculate the intensity of each protein in each biological sample and replicate combining all SRM transition intensities.
DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
Shotgun proteomics data access RAW data and database search results have been deposited to the ProteomeXchange Consortium via the PRIDE partner repository with the dataset identifier PRIDE: PXD00575 (Vizcaíno et al., 2016) .
Targeted proteomics data access Raw data and SRM transition files can be accessed, queried, and downloaded via Panorama (https://panoramaweb.org/labkey/ GPCR-APEX.url) (Sharma et al., 2014) . were assessed using 647-conjugated M1 anti-FLAG. CYTO-APEX (white), PM-APEX2 (blue), and ENDO-APEX2 (green) were assessed by GFP fluoresce. Data from four independent experiments are presented as mean + SEM. (C) B2AR trafficking in HEK293 cells stably expressing PM-APEX2 (blue), ENDO-APEX2 (green), or control (white). Data from three independent experiments are presented as mean + SEM. (D) Volcano plot comparing PM-APEX2 and ENDO-APEX2 shotgun proteomics derived protein abundances and relative quantification. Data from three independent experiments are presented as mean. Endosomal enriched proteins are highlighted in blue (FC > 2, p value < 0.2), plasma membrane enriched proteins are highlighted in green (FC < 0.5, p value < 0.2), and common cytoplasmic, ribosomal, and cytoskeletal proteins highlighted in gray. Examples from each category are noted by name. (E) . Statistical enrichment of proteins passing the cut off from Figure S3D A) Intensities for background ribosome proteins (RPL18A, RPL28, RPL3, RPL35A, RPL6) measured by targeted proteomics before and after normalization. The boxplots summarize ribosome proteins intensities for all replicates of different APEX-constructs and compare them between constructs and within receptor constructs following agonist treatment. The ribosome proteins were used to normalize all SRM data. Data from four independent experiments are presented as mean + SEM. (B) Intensities for all proteins measured by targeted proteomics before and after normalization based on the ribosome protein intensities. The boxplots summarize protein intensities for all replicates of different APEX-constructs and compare them between constructs and within receptor constructs following agonist treatment. Data from four independent experiments are presented as mean + SEM. (C and E) Cartoon of B2AR protein interaction networks or bystander proteins at 1 min and 10 min after agonist. (D) Relative abundance of proximity-labeled plasma membrane bystanders and endocytic complex members calculated as ratio between the B2AR-APEX2 samples, 1 min after agonist or non-stimulated cells, relative to PM-APEX2. Data from four independent experiments are presented as mean + SEM. Table of time-specific fractionally combined spatial reference, generated from flow cytometric trafficking data of B2AR ( Figure 3C ) and DOR ( Figure S4A ), and applied to protein intensities derived from PM-APEX2 and Endo-APEX2 shotgun and targeted proteomics measurements to generate a single spatial reference for each time point. (C) SAINT scoring output comparing DOR-APEX (1 min agonist) to the correct spatial reference for that time point (PM-APEX2) or wrong spatial reference (Endo-APEX2); false discovery rate (FDR) and fold change (FC) plotted. All proteins with an FDR of 0 were given a value of 0.001 for plotting. Hits passing the SAINT FDR cutoff (< 0.05) for the correct spatial reference colored red in both plots. For reference, proteins observed to be enriched in the plasma membrane proteome ( Figure S3B ) are colored in blue. (D) Hierarchical clustering of all DOR interaction network proteins, LAMP1 cluster highlighted in red. (E) Relative proteins abundance of proximity-labeled known clathrin coated pit proteins measured by targeted proteomics. Abundance ratio was calculated comparing DOR-APEX2 samples after 1 min agonist versus no agonist. Significance of abundance differences relative to ARRB2 was calculated using a one-way ANOVA with Dunnett's multiple comparison correction. Data from four independent experiments are presented as mean + SEM. (C and D) Method for de novo identification of protein location. Volcano plots comparing DOR-APEX (no agonist) or DOR-APEX2 (10 min agonist) to CYTO-APEX shotgun proteomics derived protein abundances with relative quantification were used to identify all proteins enriched in the DOR-APEX2 sample (p value % 0.05, log2 FC R 1). Data from three independent experiments are presented as mean. Proteins indicated in blue, green and yellow represent proteins located at the plasma membrane, endosome and late endosome/lysosome, respectively. Unbiased analysis of which subcellular compartments were statically over-represented was performed using Gene Onotology Overrepresentation Test of Cellular Components (p value < 0.05, Bonferroni correction for multiple comparison). Statistical over-presentation was examined and plotted for 9 major subcellular organelles/compartments. Example proteins known to be enriched at the plasma membrane (blue), early endosome (green), or late endosome/lysosome (yellow) identified by GO Code analysis are marked on the volcano plot.
